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Super Moon 
Super moon's happen at a time of a full moon or a new moon. They make

the moon look larger due to its close proximity to the earth. 

A supermoon occurs because the moon's orbit about the earth is not quite

circular. 

The term supermoon was originally coined by an astrology richard nolle

in 1979. A new or full moon that occurs when the moon is at or near its

closest approach to the earth. 

WHAT ARE THEY?

WHAT MAKES THEM SO SPECIAL? 
First of all the size makes them so magnificent to see because they are

closer to the earth. 

On a spiritual level they heighten emotions. Think of it as a turbo

charged full moon. 

The supermoon helps us boost our psychic powers she awakens our inner

spirit with her bright light. 

This is a great time to ask for guidance as you are more able to tune

into your spirit/higher self. 



Super Moon 
This year collectively we are going through a big transformation. The

eclipses which began at the end of last year in Taurus and Scorpio have

been present to remind us of our safety and the earth which we sow our

seeds of intention. This is the taurus energy nurturing ourselves and

feeling safe. The Scorpio energy in these eclipses is like the worms

they are steadily and quietly giving back to the earth in which we sow

our seeds. Regenerating the earth, these eclipses are asking us to

evaluate our own mindset both physically and mentally at how it sustains

us in growing. Thinking about things like:- 

How nourishing does your environment feel? 

What surrounds you that doesn't feel nourishing and stable for your

soul? 

How can you create more dependence on yourself? 

What feels secure to you and how are these needs being met? 

THIS SUPER MOON CAPRICORN
MEANING 



Outlined below is the Maslow hierarchy of needs which

reflects our needs of what we need as human beings to

thrive in order to fulfil ourselves. 

If you are missing any of these elements in your life it

can impact you in self actualising reaching your full

potential. 

Reflecting on the pyramid above. How well do you feel your

needs are met on the triangle from the bottom up. 

Note down anything that comes up for you and where you

would like to focus some more effort to nurture these

areas of your life. You can look back at April's workbook

to reflect back and see what area of life the eclipse has

lit up for you and whether there are any themes. 



The reason I draw attention to this activity is because

the supermoon in Capricorn kicked off the beginning of

2022. With the new moon in Capricorn being around the new

year which was magical. 

Capricorn energy wants you to succeed and the fact it hits

in the mid point of the year reminds us of those

intentions which we set and particularly this year when

you think we began the year in this energy super and in

the mid point she is shining a light on where you wanted

to grow. 

Your growth will be impacted if your basic human needs in

the pyramid above aren't being met. 

Even if its not having nourishing conversations, being

listened to, recognised and connecting to your

accomplishments. 

For this full moon ritual I want you to reflect on those

areas of your life where you feel in need of additional

support and how the moon can shine a light on this. 

In order to succeed a foundation needs to surround you

which provides you ability to grow this can be both in

physical form and mental. 



It's pretty magical how last month we encountered sag

super full moon igniting our belief system of believing in

what's possible. 

This month is about putting into place the plan to allow

yourself to succeed. 

Thinking of the vision which you hold for yourself. 

I want you to write down actions which you can take now

and beyond this week to support your growth for the next 6

months. 

Look at your big goal and vision. Write down actions which

you can take now and until the end of August to support

you on that journey. 

Diarise a time to review that each week to set new goals

and focus on feeling good whilst you emerse yourself in

the journey. 

Top tip listen back to Haydan's workshop on those tips of

getting the jobs done in the morning and eating those

frogs. 



Super Moon 
A great way to connect to your higher self is through visualisation of

light/source. 

To do this find yourself a quiet space and take some time to connect to your

breath. 

You can do this at any time, doing it under the super full moon will allow you to

connect deeper into your spirit. 

As you feel comfortable imagine through the top of your head you are drawing down

on the light bright energy that the moon is sharing.

As you draw down on this light imagine it filling your aura (the energetic space

which surrounds your body your energy field) as you allow this light to fill up

this space take in all the light and listen to any downloads/intuition that comes

through and observe these insights. 

As you continue to drink down the light of the full moon, take a moment to

breathe in this luxurious white light. Take a moment to thank your soul for any

insight and ask the moon for protection and safety as you venture on with your

manifestations. 

Continue to visualise the moon light tingling through your body and allow the

reflection of the moon to shine on your soul. 

As you bring awareness back into the room write down any insights which you have

had. 

CONNECTING TO YOURSELF RITUAL



Capricorn
Super Full Moon 
July 13th 2022 

Use affirmations which
begin with I use



Capricorn
1.Plan Plot and Scheme - Aim for success and to expand your potential. This makes it

the perfect time to look at your plan and what you are aiming for. The best place to

plan and manifest is with a pen and paper so grab some pens and paper get your

thoughts down be creative and don't over think it. 

2.Be accountable - For yourself and your actions. This energy is planning and

ambition lends us to think about our goals so lets think how we can keep ourselves

accountable. Can we fit our plans and dreaming into the moon cycle to help us build

that accountability as we can all go off track at times. 

3. Aspire - Think about the biggest dream or ambition in life you have. Capricorns

are successful so think what space you allow in your life to aim for your next step. 

4.Reframe your thoughts- With this energy it is easy to become serious. So listen

how you speak to yourself our minds are powerful we are what we say to ourselves.

How are you speaking to yourself recently? 

When in balance: Hardworking, Trustworthy, Relatable and Dedicated 

When out of balance: Inflexible, Rigid and Pesimistic 

December 22 - Janaury 19 I Use 



Capricorn Card Pull/Soul Prompts 

Where does your

soul feel

called to take

responsibility

in life?  

What area of

your life can

you create more

efficiency?   

What area of

your life do

you control and

how can you let

go of this

control? 

What does your

soul feel

determined to

achieve? How

can you set

goals to

achieve that? 



Leo
New Moon Leo 

28th July 2022 

Use affirmations which
begin with I will 



Leo
Fire July 23 - August 22 - I will

1.Indulge yourself with your self care routine or treat yourself to something

indulgent that you wouldn't normally. 

2.Show case your skills - What have you go to offer? How do you offer this into the

world? Use this energy to take the opportunity to share these in your day to day

life. 

3.Shine your own light and light the way for others. Lead the way and have faith in

all that you are. Using affirmations to build your confidence to remind you daily of

all the light you hold. 

4.Get assertive and prioritise yourself. What do you say no to? Make a point with

this energy to put yourself at the top of the list.  

When in balance: Sociable, loyal, flamboyant, glamorous and light hearted. 

When out of balance:  Angry, firey, loud, bossy and extravagant.



Leo Card Pull/Soul Prompts 

How does your

soul wish to

express itself? 

What holds you

back with

leading with

joy? 

 

How do you fear

power?   

How can you

draw inner

confidence on

your ability?  

How can you admire

yourself ? What

recognition does

your soul require?

How can you

provide yourself

with that?  



Leo Ritual 
Attract happiness,
joy and laughter into
your life. 

The new moon in Leo and Leo season connects you directly back to you creativity and

joy. 

This energy is most connected to the heart chakra. Think of heart led fun and joy.

No distracted by what others say and filling your own cup of confidence and

recognition. 

This ritual connects you back to your inner spark of joy. 

You will need:- 

Picture of a moment that filled you with joy, love and happiness. 

How to do it:- 

1, Go somewhere quiet where you won't be distracted. 

2,. Sit down with your photo and take some deep breathes connecting to your breathe.

As you do this imagine the waves with the moon overhead changing through her cycles

and your breathe is inhaling and exhaling with her waning and waxing cycles. 

3. As you feel ready look at the picture in front of you. Think of thoughts and

feelings you had. With your heart and mind tell the moon the words out loud ask for

guidance how you can draw more of this beautiful energy into your life. 

4. As you connect to the words bring a smile to your face allow those feelings to

draw into your current reality feel the energy of that happiness and joy moment fill

through your soul and allow the energy to pass through thank the moon and the

universe for that moment of gratitude and joy. 

5. Note down your leo new moon intentions enlaced with this playful and joyful

energy. 

6. Keep your photo with you as an energetic reminder of those intentions to connect

you to joy. 



Upcoming Workshops 
21st July at 12.00 

 Let down your guard and receive

some cancerian self love. Reiki,

journalling and breathe work. With

Christine @worthywellbeing 

11th August at 12.00 Bonus

workshop 

 Age of Aquarius embracing your

uniqueness and standing in

your power workshop 

8th August at 12.00 

Awaken your creativity and heart

chakra with a Leo Dance Lesson with

@tassiemumclub 



Upcoming Workshops 
September TBC  

 The wheel & witchcraft  

October Connecting to your

sense of style to manifest

your dreams. 

Up and coming dates to be announced shortly:- 

Eclipse Masterclass 

Surviving Mercury Retrograde 

Journalling with the journallife 

Activating your dreams with Jupiter in Pisces 

Winter Solstice Ceremony

Living Cyclically with your Cycles, Transitioning to

Menopause and Moon Goddesses 



What do you think.... 
This month I am spending some

time reviewing the membership and

arranging future masterclasses. 

I would love to hear your views

on what you would like to see

more of and what you are enjoying

most about the membership. 

The google form can be found here  takes a couple of

minutes to fill out. 

You will also see I am adding in a community whatsapp

group to remain connected outside of sessions for some

added accountability and support. 

You can join by adding your phone number to the googleform

outlined above. 

So be sure to jump in to gain some deeper soul sister

connections. 

Have a beautiful month can't wait to connect with you more

soon, all my love and cosmic hugs. Stevie xxxxxx 

https://forms.gle/e83ARJSt2Q1aY5LW7
https://forms.gle/e83ARJSt2Q1aY5LW7

